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Welcome!

Colorado residents are guaranteed by the state and national 
Constitutions “a republican form of government.”  That means that 
beginning at the smallest political division of the state, the precinct, we 
are to choose from among ourselves the people who will represent us at 
each level of government.  By regaining local control of who is ON our 
ballots, who votes and CASTS those ballots, who has custody of the 
ballots that were cast, HOW the ballots are COUNTED, and WHO counts 
those ballots, we can regain control of our government. 

One of the talking points used to dissuade us from regaining local control 
over our elections, and consequentially our government, is that “it’s 
impossible to hand-count all those ballots.”  
   
This is a simple method of counting ballots that can be done by 
volunteers at the local level.  

DISCLAIMER:  While this method has been proven to work well, it has not 
been approved by any legal authority, which may be necessary prior to 
use in a municipality or other type of election. 
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Count the number of ballots being cast 
into the ballot box using this sheet:



COUNTING TABLES
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COUNTING PROCESS

TELLER JUDGE READER TALLY MEMBERS READER
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Supplies for Each Table

2) PENS (per Team) 

2) RACE TALLY SHEETS (per Team) 

1) MEDIUM PLEXIGLASS BOX, Marked 

with table number and team(s) letters.  

(Can be set between two teams.)

1) SMALL PLEXIGLASS BOX (per team), 

Marked with table number and team 

letter.



TALLY SHEETS
Below is a tally sheet in progress for a 

three-race ballot for District 1.



TELLER JUDGES ADD TALLY 
SHEETS FOR RACE RESULTS



FAQs

Is the glass box balloting process best suited for only small group voting? 

No, it is also very useful for much larger scale scenarios. It was recently used 
for an assembly which had over 400 voting attendees. The system worked 
very efficiently and got rave reviews from participants. 

Could this process be used for a larger scale election, such as a municipal race? 

Yes. There would need to be more volunteers to act as ballot counters, etc. 
but current vote centers already utilize volunteer poll watchers and election 
judges, so this should be an easy transition. 

Is the glass box balloting process a lot slower than using electronic voting 
devices? 

No, people are often surprised at how quickly the actual process goes. With 
the volunteer ballot counting teams working together, many ballots can be 
tallied in a relatively short amount of time, with the results available within 
minutes. 

If you would like copy of this process, email Michelle at gmorgrid@gmail.com
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